
Care Guide
for your new garden furniture set

Thank you for purchasing a garden furniture

set from Mattressman. Garden furniture can

last many years when looked after, so to

maintain or even increase your garden

furniture's longevity, we’ve listed some of our

top tips below on how to look after them well.

Use a cover when your set is not in use to avoid damage to tempered glass or

polywood surfaces under extreme weather conditions.

Use a parasol in hot weather to avoid damage to table surfaces.

Do not place glasses on outside tables without coasters. This is to avoid a

magnifying effect from glasses, which increases the chances of tempered glass

shattering or polywood melting.

A Stanley knife may damage your new garden furniture set, so ensure you unpackage

your new set with care. Such damage is not covered by any guarantee/warranty.

There are many waterproof aspects of garden furniture, however you should cover or

bring inside parasols, fabric cushions and textilene slatted pergolas to avoid breakages or

damage not covered by a warranty/guarantee.

For rattan furniture, simply use warm soapy water and a sponge to clean. Avoid using

heavy detergents or jet washers. 

The same process applies to fabric outside furnishings, however for more stubborn

stains, use a brush and a fabric cleaner to help remove any marks.

Do not use heavy detergents on wooden sets, instead there are many specific cleaning

products for various kinds of woods, so be sure to find the relevant one for your set.

Keeping your garden furniture covered, whether it's rattan, fabric or wooden, is paramount

to ensuring it's protected in extreme weather and to maintain its longevity. We recommend

that you air this out regularly in order to avoid the build-up of condensation, which can

increase the chances of mould or mildew developing on your set.

Never leave your parasol up when not in use, no matter the weather. This can cause parts

to snap and become unusable.  We also recommend covering or tying down parasols to

prevent damage caused by strong winds, which isn't covered by warranty or guarantee.

Please be careful when removing the cover of your garden

furniture. Whilst durable, garden furniture covers can rip when

removed with excessive force over corners of tables or chairs. 


